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Company Name

Overview

Key Stakeholders
Major Shareholder: XXX

Original Lenders: XXX

Auditor: PwC LLP

Business Overview
▪ XXX is a multi-channel brand which trades items of fashion, beauty, furniture, and others through more than XXX stores in XX countries, and has ~22,000 employees. The business divisions cater to the UK and international

segments. The UK segment comprises stores in the UK and online sales to UK addresses. The international segment comprises international franchise stores, owned stores in Denmark & Ireland and online sales to addresses

outside the UK.

▪ The group has started witnessing a slowdown in its main UK segment. This is mainly due to weak demand for its products as a result of weak retail atmosphere in its key geographies and a high level of discounting by its

competitors, such as XXX and XXX. This, coupled with lower digital presence and the recent shutdown of stores during peak Christmas season, due to extreme weather conditions, has compounded the problem, thus, leading to

lower revenues.

▪ The turnaround strategy of the group is to declutter its store environment and move towards a more social shopping experience through a redesigned service model and store presentation, revitalise fashion products through

innovations, strengthen customer engagement - both in‐store and online - along with acceleration in cost‐reduction activities, to strengthen overall growth.

Key Legal Issues
▪ The group is on our watch list because of the challenges in the UK retail sector, which will eventually make the survival of XXX even more challenging, given the fact that the group is already struggling from extreme earning pressures and stretched liquidity issues. We don’t see these

conditions changing in the near future. Further, any delay in rationalisation or exit from its low-earning long leasehold stores is likely to prove costly. Understanding the key terms and restructuring options, together with managing negotiations with landlords, will be necessary to reduce costs.

▪ The current headroom under its Revolving Credit Facility (RCF) covenants is ample (£XXXm in 1H18 on its committed £XXXm RCF), but it is expected to tighten in 2018, following the weakened operating performance. Further, the group is exposed to variable interest rate risk on its RCF.

Given the current scenario of rising interest rates, it may increase the company’s overall interest burden and this, coupled with negative operating cash flow outlook, might make headroom tighter for certain covenants.

▪ Another area of concern is that the group is trying to catch up with leaner online rivals who don't come with the baggage of expensive real estate or big wage bills. The group’s online sales contributed XX% of total revenues in 1H18, and this substantiates the efforts of having XXX, who is

associated with XXX since almost 2 years, and who is also an ex-vice president of XXX's fashion division in Europe, at the helm. The question is how quickly can XXX catch up with the rest of the online players.

▪ The turnaround strategy will take time to improve results and this may edge stronger competitors further ahead, thus adding to XXX’s recent litany of woes. XXX, XXX’s Danish subsidiary which generated operating profit in FY17, may be the best option for asset disposal. However, it

remains to be seen whether offloading a valuable source of earnings can solve XXX’ balance sheet situation.

Key Financial Information (y/e 31 Aug)

Notes: 1) Net debt figure includes borrowings, overdrafts and capitalised operating lease. As a 

result, the net leverage is calculated as net debt/EBITDAR. 2) Based on LTM EBITDA & LTM 

EBITDAR.

Recent News
▪ Jun 2018: XXX downgraded its pre-tax profit outlook for FY18 for the third time in this fiscal. This

new target reduction takes into account that the recovery management previously expected in

1H18 will not actually materialise. Also, the company gave a trading update for the May and June

months of 2018, stating that the performance was below expectations.

▪ Jun 2018: XXX’s XX% 2021 SNs tumbled after the announcement of a profit warning. The yield

on the bond surged from XX% to a high of XX%, thus, bringing the bond price to £XX, indicating

trading below sub-par levels (below 85).

▪ Apr 2018: S&P Global Ratings downgraded XXX’s credit rating to B+ from BB-, while also

retaining a negative outlook for the department store chain due to an extremely competitive

environment and an ambitious turnaround strategy plan.

▪ Jan 2018: Moody's downgraded XXX ratings on the SNs to B1 from Ba3, with the outlook being

stable. The downgrade reflected increased execution risk of the new strategy as a result of UK’s

ongoing difficult trading conditions. Moody's could downgrade the ratings if XXX' performance

deteriorates, profitability weakens and leverage increases above 7.0x.

Financial Summary
▪ In FY17, the top-line declined XX% YoY due to weak UK-segment revenues. In

this period, UK revenues decreased XX% YoY to £XXm, whereas its contribution

to the overall sales further decreased to XX % vis-à-vis XX% in FY16 and XX% in

FY15.

▪ FY17 operating results were considerably affected due to one-off adjustments

recognised, comprising exceptional store costs of £XXm. This relates to the

impairment of PPE and onerous lease commitments.

▪ In 1H18, revenues further decreased XX% YoY, led by a XX% YoY decline in UK

revenue to £XXm. Despite cost reduction efforts, lower revenues, higher wage

costs and higher-than-expected promotional activity led to a sharp EBITDA

decline by XX%, YoY, to £XXm.

▪ XX’s turnaround plan includes a review of loss-making or low-profit shops. As a

result, the number of stores at the end of 1H18 was XX, compared with XX at the

end of FY17, and this may further reduce over the next five years. Management

is also negotiating with landlords to reduce square footage by up to XX%.

Key Financial Issues
▪ The group’s total current assets (including cash) in 1H18 only suffice for XX% of its trade payables. The group also has long operating leases (~18 years). Hence, lower earnings and higher capex could induce negative cash flow from operations and this, coupled with high and long lease 

rentals, could further stretch liquidity and could also reduce the retailer's ability to absorb further earnings pressure without undergoing a material weakening of its credit metrics or liquidity.

▪ In 1H18, the group’s poor liquidity - (operating cash flow to net debt ratio of XX% and operating cash flow to net lease adj. debt ratio of 5%), along with negative cash from operations outlook, indicates difficulties for accumulation of sufficient cash to repay its labilities maturing in 2021. The 

challenge is also evident in the fact that the group slashed its interim dividend by XX% from FY17 levels to preserve cash. Further cut backs in dividend may incur in order to save cash.

▪ Revenues from its main segment - UK, has been experiencing a continuous contribution decline (XX% in 1H18 from XX% in 1H16). This could further deteriorate, driven by tough market conditions such as - 1) a weaker retail growth outlook in the UK, 2) aggressive competition, 3) lower 

ability to offer heavy discounts as compared to its peers due to higher costs, 4) demand volatility related to seasonality, and 5) market headwinds in its geographically concentrated regions in the UK  Ireland. This decline in revenues could ultimately adversely affect the cash flow from 

operations and may prove to be a major challenge for the group’s ability to strengthen growth and generate enough cash flows to repay its debts in 2021.

£m FY15 FY16 FY17 1H18

Revenue XXX XXX XXX XXX

EBITDA XXX XXX XXX XXX

EBITDA% XXX XXX XXX XXX

EBITDAR XXX XXX XXX XXX

Net debt XXX XXX XXX XXX

Net leverage XXX XXX XXX XXX

Net lease adj. debt(1) XXX XXX XXX XXX

Net lease adj. leverage(1) XXX XXX XXX XXX
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Debt Structure Analysis

Debt Structure

Notes: 1) The maturity of the RCF is in XX XXX, but the company has an option to extend it to XX XXX. Also, the initial RCF was for £XXXm due on XX XXX XX, but during the year ended XX XXX XX, the company cancelled £XXm of the RCF, bringing it to £XXXm. Later, during the year 

ended XX XX XXX, the company refinanced its £XXXm RCF, thus choosing to reduce the facility size to £XXXm in the process and extending the maturity from XXX 2018 to XXX 2020. 2) The margin on the RCF is subject to a margin ‘‘ratchet.’’ The initial margin was XX.00% pa. Pursuant to 

the ratchet, the margin is adjusted as the company (on a consolidated basis) attains certain ratios of consolidated total net debt to consolidated EBITDA, from a maximum margin of 2.75% pa to a minimum margin of 1.25% pa. In the event that the company is in default of its obligation to 

provide a compliance certificate or an event of default is outstanding, the interest rate is XXX% pa until such situation is remedied. 3) The £XXXm XX% SNs due on XXX 2021 issued by XXX in XXX 2014, after a partial redemption during the year ended XXX 2015, was reduced to a balance of 

£XXXm.

Security and Other Points of Note

▪ As noted in the table above, there is no significant debt maturity in the near term. 

▪ The SNs was issued by XXX. The joint global coordinators and joint bookrunners are XXX, XXX and XXX. 

▪ In connection with the refinancing, the company and the other guarantors entered into a multicurrency credit facilities agreement (also called the ‘Credit Agreement’), 

dated XX XXX 2014, between, among others, XXX (the corporate banking division of XX XXX PLC), XX XXX Bank PLC and XXX PLC, as mandated lead arrangers.

▪ The current headroom under RCF covenants is £XXXm (in 1H18) on its committed £XXXm RCF. The credit agreement requires the company to comply with two 

financial covenants: (i) a minimum fixed charge cover ratio (calculated as consolidated EBITDAR divided by the sum of consolidated net rent and consolidated net 

interest payable); and (ii) a maximum leverage ratio (calculated as consolidated total net debt divided by consolidated EBITDA). These financial covenants are tested 

every quarter on a last-twelve-months rolling basis.

▪ The senior credit facility is unsecured and may be drawn as an ancillary facility on a bilateral basis in place of all or part of a lender’s commitment in respect of the 

senior credit facility. The terms of any ancillary facility may be agreed between the ancillary lender and the company, provided they are on similar terms to the credit 

facility. An ancillary facility may not exceed £XXm with any one lender, or £XXm in aggregate with all lenders.

▪ The SNs will be general senior obligations of the company and rank pari passu in right of payment with any existing and future indebtedness of the company that is not 

subordinated to the SNs, including the Senior RCF.

Current Officers of XXX

Executive

▪ XXX (CEO)

▪ XXX (CFO)

Non-Executive

▪ XXX (Chairman)

▪ XXX(1)

▪ XXX

▪ XXX

▪ XXX

▪ XXX

▪ XXX

▪ XXX

Note: 1) XXX’s third 3-year term comes to an end on XXX 2018, on which date she will step down from the 

board. XXX will take over as Chair of the Remuneration Committee.

GBP in million Maturity Rate Next payment amount Next interest/coupon date

RCF (Size: £XXXm)(1) XX XXX(1) IBOR + margin(2) Unknown Unknown

Senior Notes(3) (SNs)

(Size: £XXXm)
XX XXX XXXX XX.XX% semi-annually £XXX m

XX XX XXX

(XX XXXX / XX XXX)
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Senior Notes Details

£200m SNs

The issuer of the SNs is XXX and the following group companies have guaranteed the SNs:

▪ XXX Group Holdings Limited

▪ XXX Retail PLC

▪ XXX Properties Limited

Bond price movements

SN prices have been consistently declining, especially after poor 

Christmas trading in 1H18 and a ratings downgrade. The recent 

news on the company’s profit warning on XX XXX 2018 further 

dragged the bond prices to below sub-par levels. (below 85). This 

presents opportunities for distressed debt funds and loans to own 

funds by leveraging the discounted prices and bringing a different 

dynamic to stakeholder management.

The price as of XX XXX 2018 was 80.0p. 

Key Material Terms (SNs) Summary

Debt incurrence / "Ratio Basket"
XXX and its restricted subsidiaries may incur debt if the Fixed Charge Coverage Ratio for the 

company’s most recently ended two semi-annual periods would have been at least 2.5x.

Permitted debt 

Indebtedness and letters of credit should not exceed £XXXm in an aggregate principal amount at 

any one time outstanding.

General debt basket should not exceed 100% of the net proceeds received by the company from 

the issuance or sale of its capital stock or otherwise contributed to the equity.

Indebtedness not to exceed £50m at any time outstanding in respect to capital leases and 

mortgage financings.

Events of default
Typical notes style; payment default under other debt instruments or the default results in cross-

acceleration (debt must be £20m or more).

80

85

90

95

100

105

110

17/07/2017 17/08/2017 17/09/2017 17/10/2017 17/11/2017 17/12/2017 17/01/2018 17/02/2018 17/03/2018 17/04/2018 17/05/2018 17/06/2018 17/07/2018

52 Week High: XXX 52 Week Low: XXX
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Voting Threshold

Action 
SNs

Voting Threshold

Injection of new money/incurrence of new debt Majority (90.0%)

Extension of term/tenor 90%

Debt write down 90%

Enforcement 25% (automatic following insolvency or acceleration)

Acceleration 25% (automatic on insolvency)
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Debt Capacity

Debt Capacity Indicators Provisions Status

Ratio Debt Incurrence

(Limitation on Indebtedness Covenant)

XXX and its restricted subsidiaries may incur debt if the fixed charge coverage ratio for the company’s most recently 

ended two semi-annual periods, for which internal financial statements are available, immediately preceding the date 

on which such additional indebtedness is incurred or such disqualified stock or such preferred stock is issued, as the 

case may be, would have been at least 2.5x.

It is assumed that the company will not be able to incur further debt at this time 

(1H18). This assumption is based on the fact that the group’s fixed charge 

coverage ratio is 1.8x at LTM 1H18 (which is below 2.5x).

Credit Basket Facility

(Limitation on Indebtedness Covenant)

The size of this basket is not to exceed £XXXm in an aggregate principal amount at any one time outstanding. The 

current credit facility includes the £XXXm RCF. In addition, the credit agreement requires the company to comply with 

two financial covenants: (i) a minimum fixed charge cover ratio (calculated as consolidated EBITDAR divided by the 

sum of consolidated net rent and consolidated net interest payable); and (ii) a maximum leverage ratio (calculated as 

consolidated total net debt divided by consolidated EBITDA). These financial covenants are tested every quarter on a 

last-twelve-months rolling basis. The senior credit facility is unsecured.

The senior credit facility may be drawn as an ancillary facility on a bilateral basis, in which case, it should not exceed 

£XXXm with any one lender, or £XXXm in aggregate with all lenders.

RCF drawn is £XXXm in 1H18, thus leaving a headroom for £XXXm out of its 

committed RCF of £XXXm.

General Debt Basket

(Limitation on Indebtedness Covenant)

Indebtedness in an aggregate outstanding principal amount that, when taken together with any permitted refinancing 

indebtedness and the principal amount of all other indebtedness incurred, should not exceed 100% of the net 

proceeds received by the company from the issuance or sale of its capital stock or otherwise contributed to the equity; 

and additional indebtedness in an aggregate principal amount at any time outstanding, including all permitted 

refinancing indebtedness incurred to renew, refund, refinance, replace, defease or discharge any indebtedness 

incurred, should not to exceed £XXXm.

The SN holders face the risk of a dilution in the value of their holding in an 

enforcement scenario.

Management / Employee Advances

(Limitation on Indebtedness Covenant)

Indebtedness represented by guarantees of any management advances or of any loans or advances made to 

employees in the ordinary course of business in an aggregate principal amount, in the case of such loans or 

advances, should not exceed £5m at any one time outstanding. 

Senior Notes

(Funding agreement)

In the change of control offer, the company will offer a payment in cash equal to 101% of the aggregate principal 

amount of notes repurchased on the date of purchase plus accrued and unpaid interest and all additional amounts (if 

any) then due on the notes repurchased to (but excluding) the date of purchase, subject to the rights of holders of 

notes on the relevant record date to receive interest due on the relevant Interest payment date.

The SNs will be general senior obligations of the company and rank pari passu in right of payment with any existing and future indebtedness of the company that is not subordinated to the SNs, including the Senior RCF.
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Group Structure

XXX(29.7%)

XXX - “the Parent Company”

CRN – 054484XX, No outstanding charges

XXX Group Holdings Limited

CRN - XXX

No outstanding charges

XXX

CRN - XXX

No outstanding charges

XXX 

CRN - XXX

No outstanding charges
Non-Guarantor Subsidiaries

£XXXm RCF Issued £XXXm

SNs

Legend

Represents the guarantors

Note:

1) All companies mentioned in the structure comes under the England and Wales jurisdiction; 2) CRN refers to Company Registration Number; 3) All subsidiaries are 100% owned by the parent company unless otherwise stated

4)      RCF drawn as on 1H18 was £XXXm.
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Company Fact Sheet

Company-Specific Information

Company Ticker XXX

Number of Stores XXX+ stores across XX countries

Number of Employees 22,000+

Rating Agencies S&P, Moody’s

Stock Exchange Global Exchange Market (exchange regulated market of the Irish Stock Exchange)

Security Settlement Euroclear, Clearstream

Auditors PwC LLP

Share Holder XXX (XX.X%)

Legal Information

Regulators English Law

Legal Advisors to the Initial Purchasers XXX LLP

Legal Advisor to the Issuer and Guarantors XXX LLP

Legal Advisors to the Trustee XXX LLP

Paying Agent XXX

Transfer Agent XXX

Note Trustee XXX

Joint Global Coordinators and Book Runners XXX

Original Lenders XXX, XXX, XXX

XXX Top 5 Noteholders XXX – XXX, XXX, XXX, XXX and XXX
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Key Balance Sheet Figures

Name of the 

Guarantor

FY Ending

September

Non-Current Assets

(£m)

Current Assets

(£m)

Total Assets

(£m)

Equity

(£m)

Long-Term 

Borrowings1

(£m)

Current Liabilities

(£m)

Total Liabilities

(£m)

XXX3 1H18 XXX XXX XXX XXX XXX XXX XXX

XXX FY17 XXX XXX XXX XXX XXX XXX XXX

XXX FY17 XXX XXX XXX XXX XXX XXX XXX

XXX P FY17 XXX XXX XXX XXX XXX XXX XXX

Note:

1) Long-term borrowings include bank overdraft and borrowings, and property lease incentives. These do not include other non-current liabilities such as provisions and deferred tax liabilities.

2) Leverage Ratio indicates Long Term Debt to Total Assets.

3) The financials for XXX is at a consolidated level, whereas for the other entities it is on a standalone basis.
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Appendix I: Outstanding Charges

Name of the Guarantors No. of Outstanding Charges

XXX 0

XXX Group Holdings Limited 0

XXX Retail PLC1 0

XXX Properties Limited 0

Note:

1) Historically, there has been 19 charges registered against XXX retail plc , all of which has been satisfied
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